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Digitization of Cultural Heritage with Shiny Surface using Polarized Scanning Method 

1. Introduction 

 

 Digital archiving of cultural heritage has been gathering a lot of interests in the past few years. 

This may be attributed to the increased in awareness of the preciousness and fragility of such objects [1]. 

In 2003, a charter reported in the 32nd Session of the UNESCO general conference in Paris called for 

stricter measures for the preservation and conservation of cultural and digital heritage [2]. The main 

motivation is ensure that future generations could admire these amazing works of art. However, 

acquiring good quality archived data is not always simple. There are a lot of geometric and optics 

challenges facing scientists and researcher involved in this field. These include difficulties in acquiring 

accurate color and spectral information as well as object’s texture and spatial information. 

The leading technologies used in digitally archiving cultural heritage are photography and scanning. 

Photography is fast, simple and effective in capturing images of large objects but is subject to image 

distortion, shading and other geometrical optics problem. On the other hand, scanning offers fairly 

uniform light distribution, high resolution and relatively accurate color rendering [3]. However, most 

conventional and commercial scanners have limited target size and often require contact. This is 

unacceptable in digitally archiving cultural heritage. For this reason, a high resolution non-contact 

flatbed scanner was designed at Kyoto University to address these problems. The imaging system can 

scan images at very high resolution with good color reproduction. Typical scanning resolution ranges 

from 600-1200 DPI but could also be as high as 5000 DPI [4]. However, even with the availability of 

state-of-the-art imaging system, the nature of the object being scanned presents some unique challenges. 

One of such problems is the presence of specular reflection. Specular reflection is one of the 

components of the reflection produced by an object when subjected to an incident light. This is also 

known as mirror reflection. The other component reflection is the diffused reflection. 

Specular reflection is one of the issues faced when capturing an image. This is particularly abundant 

when scanning surface with high reflection such as those painted using metallic pigments like gold and 

silver. This is also a problem not only in Japanese paintings but as well as Western style paintings 

especially those created with varnish layers. Having specular reflections could be cumbersome in 

producing a true color representation of a cultural heritage piece. Therefore it is necessary to separate the 

diffused reflection and its specular component. In this study, the use of polarized light was employed to 

solve this problem. The images were captured at high resolution with a specially designed flat-bed 

scanner and polarized using two overlapping pieces of polarized filters. One is place in front of the light 

source and the other is placed in front of the camera. The images were processed using a mathematical 

model based on Lambertian model. The results have shown merits in employing polarized scanning not 

only to improve the aesthetics but also enable the images to be used for analytical imaging. 
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2. Polarized Scanning Method 

Materials respond in a predictable way when subjected to electromagnetic radiation [5]. 

Depending on the frequency, wavelength and energy, the response could be as simple as reflection, 

transmission and absorption; but could also be complex as secondary electron emission, Compton 

scattering and others. In the case of visible light, the interaction between radiation and matter is very 

fundamental. The incident light could be reflected, transmitted or absorbed. The reflected 

component could be further divided into two components namely, specular and diffused reflections. 

The simple matter-radiation interaction model is depicted by Figure 1. The reflected components of 

the incident radiation are the subject of interest in this study. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the basic radiation-matter interaction 

 

Specular reflection could produce unwanted effects in digital archiving. This could result to image 

saturation and inaccurate color reproduction. To address this problem, high-resolution scanning using 

polarized filters were employed. A schematic diagram of the scanning system is shown in Figure 2. The 

scanner is equipped with a line-CCD camera, an LED light source and filter holder. The aim is to 

separate the diffused reflection from the specular reflection to create an image with both components 

present. Since the components are separated accurately, a composite image representing controllable 

amounts of constituent reflection components could be achieved.  
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the high-resolution flat-bed scanner used for polarized scanning 

 

The images are acquired using a unique procedure. First, two polarized filters were placed in front 

of the light source and the line-CCD camera (Figure 3). Then the angle between the polarized filter is 

changed incrementally. The polarized filter film in front of the light source remained stationary 

throughout the entire scanning process while the circular polarized filter in front of the camera is 

changed with respect to the polarized filter film. In this study the polarized filter angles are 60º, 80º and 

90º.  These angles represent varying combinations of specular and diffused reflections. At 90º, all the 

specular reflection is eliminated producing an image with only diffused reflections; at 80º small amounts 

of specular reflections are present; finally, at 60º significant amount of specular component is present in 

the images. Further decreasing the polarized filter angle eventually saturates the image. The lowest filter 

angle is decided by maximizing the observed specular reflections on the images while avoiding image 

saturation. At least two images taken at different polarized filter angle is necessary to mathematically 

separate the diffused and specular components. In this study, three images were captured to increase the 

accuracy of the calculation. 

 

 

Figure 3: Schematic representation of the placement and repositioning of the polarized filters. 
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The images are processed using a mathematical model relating the observed intensity of an image 

with respect to the constituent diffused and specular reflections. The total observed reflection is the sum 

of the two components as shown in Equation 1; I, represents the observed intensities in terms of image 

pixel values. When the images are captured with polarized filters, the theoretical value of the observed 

pixel can be expressed by Equation 2 where θp is the angle between the polarized filters. The calculated 

values of the diffused and the specular components can be solved using least square method represented 

by W (Equation 3). As shown in Equation 2, there is a linear relationship between the polarized filter 

angle and the observed image pixel values. The diffused and specular component of the images can be 

solved by minimizing W as shown in Equation 4 and 5. 
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In this study, a traditional Japanese painting was used as the target (Figure 4). This particular 

painting was selected because it contains elements which could highlight the importance of polarized 

scanning. The painting is made using traditional Japanese painting techniques such as using metallic 

pigments and foils to accentuate visual effects. The paintings were scanned at 800 DPI. Four regions 

were selected as regions of interest (ROI) which represents unique reflection features. Region A depicts 

an area laden with gold foil and pigments; Region B represents an area with silver specks; Region C 

shows an area painted with mineral pigments which does not have specular reflection; finally, Region D 

represents an area where both specular and diffused reflections are well observed. 

 

 

Figure 4: Traditional Japanese painting used as target for polarized scanning. The selected areas 

represent unique regions of interests. 
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3. Sample Results 

 

 Polarized scanning was employed in digitally archiving a traditional Japanese painting. This 

piece was painted by Koji Matsuhisa as part of the work entitled “Japanese painting techniques of the 

Edo period”. The size of the painting is about 27 cm x 22 cm. The painting was painted using mineral 

pigments and laden with gold foil and silver specks. Figure 5 shows six different images resulting from 

the polarized scanning. The first three are raw images representing the different polarized filter angle. 

Different levels of specular reflection can be observed from the images. Since the diffused reflection is 

not a function of the polarized filter angle, the observed intensity remained the same for all the images 

before processing. The remaining three images in Figure 5 are processed images. They depict the image 

with no specular reflection, the image with only specular reflection and a composite image containing 

both specular and diffused reflection as predicted by Equation (2). 

 

 

Figure 5: Images of the traditional Japanese painting scanned with polarized filters. The images 

represent different levels of specular and diffused reflections. 

 

The composite image containing the ideal amounts of specular and diffused reflection is compared 

with an image captured without polarized filter (Figure 6). The main difference is observed around the 

area on the painting containing metallic gold foil and silver specks. The regions without any reflective 

pigment appear to be similar in both the polarized and non-polarized images. However, significant 

difference could be observed particularly the gold foils laden on the painting. Since specular reflection is 

a function of the viewing angle, in the case of the non-polarized image, only partial specular reflection 

was captured. There are advantages and disadvantages in both cases. Polarized imaging is advantageous 

if it is important to capture as much specular reflection as possible. The downside is specular reflection 
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tends to saturate the image thereby improperly reproducing colors. 

 

Figure 6: Comparison of composite polarized image and non-polarized image 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Enlarged views of selected regions of interests found in the painting which represents unique 

specular and diffused reflection characteristics. 
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Figure 7 (cont.): Enlarged views of selected regions of interests found in the painting which represents 

unique specular and diffused reflection characteristics. 

 

 

The Japanese painting used as a target has some unique surface features. Since it was made using 

combinations of mineral and metallic pigments, the specular and diffused reflections vary accordingly. 

Figure 7 shows four ROIs with different reflection properties. Region A is made from gold foil while 

Region B is sprinkled with silver specks. Laying the surface with metallic foil is a very common 

technique in traditional Japanese paintings. The metallic constituents are used to heighten the decorative 

impact in some painting compositions. Silver specks are often used to contribute some dazzling effects. 

In the case of Region C, since the autumn leaf depicted by the area virtually does not have specular 

reflections, its appearance remained the same regardless of the polarized filter angle. On the other hand, 

it can be observed that the image of the leaf with only specular reflection is almost completely black. 

Finally, in Region D, the presence of significant amounts of specular reflections also adds some texture 

to the image. The use of polarized images has a potential for analytical imaging. In cases where severe 

degradation occurred in the painting, the metallic pigments would visually appear to be black. However, 

using polarized filters and isolating the specular components, it is possible to see the trace of metallic 

pigments. This could be particularly helpful in restoration and conservation efforts concerning cultural 

heritage. 
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4. Summary 

 

 Polarized scanning was employed to address the problems encountered when digitally 

archiving cultural heritage objects with high specular reflections. This was achieved by using two 

polarized filters. One of the filters is placed in front of the light source and the other is placed in front of 

the camera. Different amounts of specular and diffused reflections were captured by changing the angle 

between the filters. Three polarized images were captured at 60º, 80º and 90º. The images were then 

processed and used to separate the diffused and specular components using a mathematical technique 

based on Lambertian model. The results have shown that separating the two reflection components could 

be useful for using the images for analytical imaging. In digitally archiving highly reflective objects, the 

specular reflection could be eliminated to improve color reproduction. Since metallic pigments then to 

blacken through time, it could mislead restorers and conservators on the real nature of the pigments. 

Using polarized scanning, it was observed that even in its degraded state, metallic pigments could retain 

its specular reflections. The traditional Japanese painting used as target in this study demonstrated some 

useful applications of polarized scanning of cultural heritage. Not only can it improve the aesthetic and 

texture of the object, it can also be used for analytical imaging of objects with high surface reflections. 
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